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ABSTRACT 

Hard copy textbooks are still used in many accounting classes.  Of course, online texts are used in an 
increasing number of situations, either as a choice for the students or as the class expectation.  Use of 
electronic books will likely increase in the future.  However, until electronic books are the standard in 
most situations, authors, publishers, professors and students still face the issues related to publication 
cycles for the books they create or use. 

Tax textbooks have been on a one-year publication cycle, at least for many years.  The argument for this 
short cycle is that tax laws change constantly and the books need to be updated.  Intermediate 
accounting textbooks have been on a three-year cycle for a long time, but seem to be moving toward a 
two-year or even shorter cycle.  How much of this change has to do with the necessary updates in 
intermediate accounting topics and how much has to do with the competitive dynamics of the publishing 
industry? 

Of course, there are advantages to a shorter publication cycle.  Material is more up to date; changes in 
GAAP and IFRS can be incorporated sooner when new editions are published on a faster cycle.  
Publishers also benefit from a shorter publication cycle, as they can make more money by publishing 
new editions more frequently, reducing the length of time that used books can be recycled. 

Shorter publication cycles also have disadvantages.  Authors have less time to improve each new 
edition.  Publishers have less time to create and support a given edition.  Professors have to switch books 
more often.  Even if most of the book remained the same, a professor’s teaching materials and syllabus 
may need to change in a dramatic fashion.  And students have to pay more for books, as the used book 
market is reduced. 

What constitutes a new edition of a book?  How much has to change for a publisher to consider that a 
new edition number is justified?  Do new fonts, colors, diagrams, and illustrative real-life examples 
count as changes?  If the name of the company in a specific problem is changed, is the entire problem 
considered new material?  If the numbers are tweaked slightly, does the entire problem count as new 
material?  If slight wording changes are made in one sentence, does the entire paragraph or section count 
as new material? 

This presentation will explore these issues and provide an opportunity for input from session attendees.  
The purpose of this research will be to explore the factors that affect the publication cycles of 
accounting textbooks and to provide some discussion as to whether or not these are the factors that 
should affect these decisions. 
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